A recently proposed version of mimetic gravity incorporates a limiting curvature into general relativity by means of a specific potential depending on the d'Alembertian of the scalar field. In the homogeneous and isotropic setting, the resulting theory agrees with the simplest incarnation of effective loop quantum cosmology (LQC) once the limiting curvature is identified with a multiple of the Planck scale. In this paper, we answer the question of whether such a relation can hold in the context of Bianchi I models. Our result is negative: it turns out to be impossible to view the Hamiltonian of limiting curvature mimetic gravity as an effective LQC Hamiltonian due to the appearance of terms that cannot be supported on the polymer Hilbert space underlying LQC. The present analysis complements a related result in the context of spherical symmetry.
Introduction
Mimetic gravity [1] has been proposed as a modified version of general relativity incorporating cold dark matter, see [2] for an overview. A specifically interesting variant [3] incorporates a limiting curvature by means of a specific potential depending on the d'Alembertian of a scalar field, the only field entering the action beyond the metric. While the form of the action was argued to be motivated by non-commutative geometry in [3] , the potential was chosen by hand. However, by relating the resulting theory to homogeneous and isotropic loop quantum cosmology, see [4, 5] , one can make a simplicity argument [4] to obtain the potential from quantum mechanics.
Given this situation, it is interesting to ask whether such a relation can hold more generally, i.e. by dropping the symmetry assumptions of homogeneity or isotropy. In particular, it was stressed in [4, 5] that one could then view limiting curvature mimetic gravity or generalised versions of it as effective actions for loop quantum gravity.
The most convenient setting to check the desired relation are Bianchi I cosmological models which are homogeneous, but non-isotropic. Here, the cosmological solutions in [3] match those of loop quantum cosmology [6] qualitatively and thus suggest that equivalence between the two theories may hold for a specific (polymerisation) choice in the loop quantum cosmology dynamics. It turns out that we are able to establish a no-go result based on an analytic computation as follows: we first bring limiting curvature mimetic gravity in a form suitable to be compared with loop quantum cosmology via a variable transformation. By expressing the mimetic gravity Hamiltonian in terms of those variables, we can check whether the resulting expression can be supported as an operator on the Hilbert space underlying loop quantum cosmology. This turns out to be impossible for the potential chosen in [3] , but also for general potentials by a simple argument. Our analysis complements a related computation that has been performed in the context of spherical symmetry [7] . This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work and introduces the relevant concepts. The main computation is done in section 3. A brief conclusion is given in section 4 and a computation omitted in the main part is detailed in the appendix.
Review

Conventions
In what follows, we will use the Einstein sum convention for repeated indices when covariant and contravariant indices are contracted, while no sum is meant if the repeated indices are all up or down. The signature of the metric is (−, +, +, +). We set 8πG = 1. For simplicity, we choose an orientation of the spatial slice so that all scale factors are positive. We will restrict here to a 3-torus topology of the spatial slices with unit coordinate volume for simplicity, but all our arguments apply more generally by taking into account fiducial cells. We denote spatial tensor indices by a, b when no symmetry assumptions are present and by i, j in the context of Bianchi I.
Limiting curvature mimetic gravity: Canonical structure
The class of models leading to limiting curvature mimetic gravity is defined by the action [3] 
where we note that λ enforces the constraint g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ = −1. The potential f (✷φ) is a priori arbitrary. A detailed canonical analysis of this action was performed in [4] , see also [8] for previous work. It is convenient to first bring the action into the more suitable form
by introducing the auxiliary fields β and χ. The resulting canonical theory is rather cumbersome and lengthy to state explicitly, which is why we will only display the most relevant parts here.
The Hamiltonian is, as usual, a sum of constraints, most notably the Hamiltonian constraint
where P β and P χ are the conjugate momenta of β and χ. Due to the appearance of second class constraints related to the auxiliary fields (see below), the resulting Dirac brackets are quite involved. For this paper, it will be sufficient to only consider
where by ∂aφ=0 = we mean equality up to terms containing spatial gradients of φ. This restriction was chosen in [4] for convenience, as otherwise the Dirac bracket becomes too intricate. In the Bianchi I models considered in this paper, it is automatically satisfied.
An interesting choice for f (χ) is given by
which results in singularity-free cosmological models [3] and Schwarzschild black holes [9] with limiting curvature ∼ χ 2 m . This choice can also be extracted from the simplest choice of Hamiltonian in loop quantum cosmology by an inverse Legendre transform [10] . We will adopt this choice in the paper for concreteness, but our argument will in the end generalise to arbitrary f .
Limiting curvature mimetic gravity: Bianchi I sector
Bianchi I models are the simplest homogeneous but non-isotropic cosmological models. In a suitable coordinate system, the metric reads
where the a i are the three scale factors. Similarly, we have
This metric is spatially flat, i.e. R (3) = 0. Scalar fields consistent with this symmetry only have a time dependence, i.e. ∂ a φ = 0. For unit lapse, the above constraint g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ = −1 leads to φ = ±t + c.
It is convenient to solve the second class constraints appearing in the above canonical analysis for β, P β , and χ in our symmetry reduced context. Without stating their precise general form (see [4] ), we obtain
9)
10)
Inserting all this in the Hamiltonian (2.3) and performing the trivial spatial integrations gives
To compare with loop quantum cosmology, we focus on the gravitational part (dropping P φ ) 
Loop quantum cosmology
There are several ways to arrive at loop quantum cosmology, either by quantising a symmetry reduced theory as, e.g., in [11, 12] or by considering reduction of full loop quantum gravity [13, 14, 15, 16] . Here, we will take the first route and present a simplified derivation by direct polymerisation of the symmetry reduced classical Hamiltonian.
Following Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner [17] , classical canonical general relativity is usually written using the spatial metric q ab and its conjugate
, where K ab is the extrinsic curvature. In the context of a Bianchi I model as above, q ij = diag(a 2 1 , a 2 2 , a 2 3 ) ij and one may consider the variables
(2.14)
as well as
with the Poisson brackets {c i , p j } = δ j i . The Hamiltonian constraint can be written as
Another way to arrive at this formulation is to start with the SU(2) Ashtekar-Barbero variables of 3+1-dimensional canonical general relativity [18, 19] , an SU(2) connection A i a and its conjugate, the densitised triad E a i . c i and p j are related to them as
where L i , i = 1, 2, 3, denote the lengths of the edges of the elementary cell in the three spatial
its volume measured by using the fiducial flat metric o q ab , and o e a i , o ω i a the fiducial triads and co-triads dual to them.
The mathematical structure of the Hilbert space underlying loop quantum cosmology is inspired by loop quantum gravity [20, 21] , which in turn can be described as a diffeomorphism invariant extension of lattice gauge theory, where the (dynamical) lattice encodes gravity. As in lattice gauge theory, the scalar product of the theory is obtained by integrating an exponentiated connection against the Haar measure of the underlying group. In the cosmological setting, this translates into considering point-holonomies of c i . More precisely, the Hilbert space is the completion of the functions
w.r.t. to the norm induced by the scalar product
satisfying the square integrability condition ψ | ψ < ∞, which enforces that at most countably many α j ρ can be non-zero. These functions (for a single j) are known as (square integrable) almost periodic functions, see e.g. [22] , and the underlying compact group is the Bohr compactification of the real line, which, roughly speaking, generalises U(1) to the case of non-integer representation labels ρ.
The crucial point is now that while linear combinations of e iρc j can be promoted to (multiplication) operators on this space, functions such as c j are not well defined as operators. When quantising a given system based on this Hilbert space, one thus has to approximate all phase space functions depending on c j by linear combinations of exponentials as above, a process known as polymerisation 1 [24] . We note that this is the direct analogue to writing the lattice Hamiltonian in terms of parallel transports.
It turns out that for large volumes, the quantum evolution of the expectation value ofp i and c j is well approximated by solving effective classical Hamiltonian equations of motion where all operators are approximated by their classical analogues [25] . The original classical theory is then deformed by corrections to the equations of motion in powers of stemming from substituting c j by a polymerisation, e.g.
, for a suitable choice ofμ j (p) [23] .
It is crucial to note that due to this change of Hamiltonian, the original relation of c j to time derivatives of the spatial metric is obscured, since such a relation is dictated by the Hamiltonian. Therefore, while {c i , p j } = δ j i still holds for the effective theory, c i is a complicated function oḟ a j depending on the chosen polymerisation scheme.
Comparison with loop quantum gravity 3.1 Strategy
Comparing the Hamiltonian formulations of loop quantum cosmology and limiting curvature mimetic gravity consists of two steps:
1. We look for a canonical transformation (q ii , P ii ) → (c i (q, P ), p i (q, P )) 2 such that the canonical structures of the two theories agree. In other words, we demand the Dirac brackets between c i (q, P ) and p j (q, P ) in limiting curvature mimetic gravity to be equal to the canonical Poisson brackets of effective loop quantum cosmology
which, together with
provide a set of first-order partial differential equations (PDEs) in the unknowns c i (q, P ), p j (q, P ).
2. Once this dependence is known, we can invert these functions and insert the resulting expressions into the Hamiltonian (2.13). We then check whether the resulting Hamiltonian can be written as a linear combination of operators that are well defined on the corresponding loop quantum gravity Hilbert space.
A simplification in the problem occurs since p j as a configuration variable is unchanged by the modification in the LQC Hamiltonian and should thus only depend on q ij as in (2.14).
Canonical transformation
With the above simplification, the Dirac brackets on the l.h.s. of (3.1) read
where in the last line we have used the Dirac bracket (2.4) together with {q kl , q mn } * = 0 [4] . Recalling now that P kl = P kk δ kl and q mn = q mm δ mn , (3.3) gives
from which, using the expressions (2.14) for p j (q) and (2.6) for the function f (χ), it follows that 
Let us focus on the case i = 1. Imposing the condition (3.1) for the Dirac brackets above, it yields the following system of first-order PDEs for the unknown function c 1 (q, P )
where, according to (3.5), the matrix of coefficients is given by 
Solving (3.6) for the derivatives 
It is possible to leave the functions G i (q) free and to determine a differential equation for them by demanding c i (q, P ), c j (q, P ) * = 0. A comparison to loop quantum cosmology on the other hand tells us to set G i = 0, as c i → 0 forṗ i → 0 for generic polymerisation functions consistent with the classical limit 3 . We will thus drop G i in the following.
As shown in the appendix, the condition (3.2) for the Dirac brackets between the c i given in (3.11)-(3.13) is satisfied and (3.11)-(3.13) with G i = 0 thus provide the desired solution for c i (q, P ).
Hamiltonian in LQC-variables
The relations p i (q) and c i (q, P ) found in the previous section now have to be inverted in order to insert the resulting expressions for the q ii and P ii in terms of the c i , p i into the Hamiltonian (2.13). Inverting the functions p i (q) is straight forward:
On the other hand, inverting c i (q, P ) is not trivial since also χ depends on P ii . Therefore, let us first consider 15) from which, we find
Inserting this back into (3.11)-(3.13) and using also (3.14), we get a system of linear equations in the
This system of equations is underdetermined since the determinant of the left-most matrix vanishes. Indeed, solving the second equation of (3.17) for P 22 , we have 18) and, inserting it into the third equation of (3.17), it yields
Inserting this back into (3.18), we get
or equivalently
Taking the last expression, it is easy to check that the classical theory is obtained in the limit χ m → ∞, hence x → 0, where the c i also assume their classical meaning.
(3.26) puts us into a position to answer the central question of the paper. While the sin 2 (x) term can be written as a linear combination of point holonomies and therefore be promoted to a well defined operator on the loop quantum cosmology Hilbert space, the other terms, being linear or quadratic in c i , cannot. We thus conclude that already in the context of Bianchi I models, limiting curvature mimetic gravity cannot be written as an effective loop quantum cosmology type model.
It also becomes clear at this point that changing the function f given in (2.6) cannot change this conclusion: since f depends only on χ and thus a certain combination of the c i , we cannot turn all individual terms containing c i in (2.16) into almost-periodic functions by a modification of the Hamiltonian as in (2.13).
To reconcile this conclusion with the previous work, let us consider the isotropic limit in which p 1 = p 2 = p 3 = p and c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = c. The Hamiltonian (3.25) then reduces to
For the isotropic case, the relations
hold. Thus, the Hamiltonian can be written as
with polymerisation scale λ =
, in agreement with [4, 5] . The problematic terms in (3.26) drop and the above argument fails since (3.29) depends only on one gravitational variable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated whether limiting curvature mimetic gravity can be interpreted as effective loop quantum cosmology beyond the homogeneous and isotropic setting. Our result was negative, owing to the appearance of terms in the Hamiltonian constraint that cannot be implemented as well-defined operators on the loop quantum cosmology Hilbert space. While the computation was based on a specific choice of potential leading to the limiting curvature feature, our conclusion should hold for general potentials as explained above. Despite the differences encountered between effective loop quantum cosmology and limiting curvature mimetic gravity, it is still interesting to consider such models and generalisations thereof, see e.g. [5] , as toy models for loop quantum gravity due to a similar qualitative behaviour in the homogeneous, but non-isotropic context (see however [26] for some subtleties). It would be interesting to continue this comparison by dropping the homogeneity assumption and proceed to compare black hole solutions [9, 27] as initiated in [7] .
As a byproduct, the variable transformation derived in this paper brought the Dirac bracket for Bianchi I models in limiting curvature mimetic gravity into canonical form. Independently of a relation to a polymer quantisation, we may now take this choice of variable for as a starting point for a treatmentà la Wheeler-de Witt.
A Dirac bracket c i (q, P ), c j (q, P ) *
We have to impose the condition (3.2) for the Dirac brackets between the c i given in (3.11)-(3.13). Therefore, by using the Dirac brackets (2.4), (2.5) and the expression (2.6) for f (χ), the l.h.s. of (3.2) gives
Let us compute the three sums involving the derivatives of the c i separately. For instance for i = 1 and j = 2, using the expressions (3.11), (3.12) Using (A.11)-(A.13) and similar expressions for the other Dirac brackets, we find that (A.1) is satisfied and that (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) provide the desired solution for c i (q, P ).
